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Essential Supplies: 

 Mentor 
 Book/Internet Resources on Cat/Kitten Care 
 Eyedropper, syringe, bottles, brush and nipples  
 Milk Replacers: Breeders Edge, KMR &  Just Born 
 Dry and wet adult and “kitten” foods 
 Kitten warmth sources [Snuggle Safe disk, Snuggle 

Kittie, sock covered water bottles, rice filled socks, 
       or heat pad without auto shut off] 
 Washable bedding, towels and a stuffed animal 
 Unscented clay litter, litter box and scoop 
 Kitchen gram scales and notebook/record sheet 
 Cotton balls, rough cloth scraps and paper towels 
 Shallow food dishes, not plastic; heavy water bowl 
 Bleach, ammonia, mop and cleaning supplies 
 Thermometers: digital and room [aquarium] 
 Dawn Detergent , Baby or Kitten Shampoo 

In Your Foster Care Pantry: 
 Baby food chicken/turkey—no onion powder 

 Plain canned pumpkin for diarrhea   HEB 

 Powdered goat’s milk   HEB Meyenberg 

 Unflavored Pedialyte—freeze in ice tray  

 Light Karo Syrup  [light in color, not calories] 

 Enfamil Poly-Vi-Sol with Iron liquid vitamins 

 Pet Probiotics-FortiFlora, Bene-Bac, GNC Pets  
 
 

 “Grab-N-Go” Feline Pick-Up/Rescue Kit   
 Sanitized carrier with puppy pads or towels  

 Cell phone with critical numbers 

 Kit containing all of the following 
o Flashlight with batteries 
o Thick STURDY leather gloves--rose style 
o Owner Surrender forms, pen and pad 
o Business cards with your contact information  
o Bottle(s) of clean water—slip into socks 
o 2 Rice/sock heating bags 
o Wash cloth, 2 hand towels and a bath towel each in zip lock bags 
o Plastic grocery bags for soiled linen above 
o Hand Sanitizer, Wet Ones and baby wipes for cleaning you and cats 
o Band-Aids [for you]      Latex gloves 
o Painter’s Coveralls or old flight suit 

 

 
  

Nice to Have Supplies: 
 Alcohol free baby wipes with aloe 

 Carrier or pillow case “Cat ‘n A Sack” 
 Cage, Condo, Pen or Kennel for cats 
 Extra litter boxes; covered box 
 Flea or lice comb 
 Hair dryer 
 Nail trimmers 
 Scratching posts; cardboard and rope 
 Shallow wash basin—bathing kittens 
 Vaporizer with Menthol 
 Mineral oil—for eyes during bathing 
 Smocks worn when working with 

kittens 
 Sheets, pillow cases for bedding—tiny 

nails won’t catch in the fabric 
 Ice cube tray  
 Scrubbing Bubbles Mega Foam Cleaner 

 
In Your Pet Medicine Cabinet: 

 Alcohol based wipes—ring worm 

 Tinactin, or Nu-Stock—Ringworm 

 Black light / “Wood” lamp--ringworm 

 Albon and/or Ponazuril --Coccidiosis 

 Clavamox—Colds, URI 

 Metronidazole [Flagyl]—Giardia 

 Tylan—severe, chronic diarrhea 

 Nasal saline drops--URI 

 Terramycin eye ointment—pink eye 

 Diaper Rash Ointment, “Butt Paste” 

 Vetericyn spray; Panolog ointment for 
skin and wound care 

 Pediatric Imodium--diarrhea 

 Bitter Apple for electric cords 

 Blind Miracle nipples--kitten pacifiers 
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Bottle feeding orphan kittens: 
Powdered Goat’s Milk [a safe ‘emergency’ food choice–keeps a year in freezer]  
Formula is essential---liquid and powder---not interchangeable--never use cow’s milk 

       Just Born---use for 3 days if kittens never nursed mother –Wal-Mart, Petco, Petsmart 
Breeders Edge Foster Kitten Milk Replacer—order online, minimal diarrhea, cheaper 
KMR---Kitten Milk Replacer---use after day 3—Petco, Petsmart  
Pedialyte---Recipe follows: freeze in ice cube trays and/or small jars; HEB has an equivalent 
Kitten Glop---recipes follow and are on Internet—ingredients at HEB—what grandma used  
Probiotics---Purina Forti Flora or PetAg Bene-Bac--Pet co, Petsmart; Acidophilus capsules—GNC Pet 
Liquid pediatric vitamins with iron—add one drop to each ½ cup mixed formula until weaned  
 

Kitten Glop Recipes   [Do not substitute ingredients. Excellent supplement for ill or nursing cats. 

 Recipe One 
12 oz can whole evaporated milk  
2 tbsp. plain yogurt—full fat and unflavored 
2 tbsp. real mayonnaise  
1 tbsp. Karo Syrup (light) 
1 pkg. Knox gelatin, soaked in warm Pedialyte  
1 egg yolk (beaten)  No white! 
1 cup of liquid unflavored Pedialyte  
Mix thoroughly. Feed at room temp.  
Refrigerate. Freeze in ice cube trays. 
 

Pedialyte substitute recipe: 
4 1/4 C. bottled water 
2 tsp. sugar  
1/2 tsp. salt 
1/2 tsp. baking soda 
This is good to have on hand for kittens that are getting dehydrated or showing signs of URI. 
 

Probiotics: How much? How often? 

I add ¼ Forti Flora packet, ½ contents of an acidophilus capsule, or 1/8 tsp GNC Pet Probiotics to each ½ cup 

powdered formula when blending formula.  I give daily for first week, every other day second week and twice 

during third week. I follow same schedule following antibiotic treatment 
 

********See Maddie’s Institute materials below********** 
Kitten Bottle Feeding Schedule   
Birth – 1 week  = every 2-3 hours (8 times per day)  
1 – 3 weeks  = every 3-4 hours (6 times per day) by end of week 2 you can skip the middle of the night feeding. 
3 – 4 weeks  = every 5 hours (4-5 times per day)  
4 – 5 weeks  = 4-5 times per day 

  

Daily Bottle Feeding Requirements resources  
Birth – 1 week   = 24 ml per day  
1 week   [wt. 4 oz] = 32 ml per day  
2 weeks [wt. 7 oz] = 54 ml per day  
3 weeks [wt. 10 oz] = 80 ml per day  
4 weeks [wt. 13 oz] = 104 ml per day  
5 weeks   = 128 ml per day 

  

Recipe Two 
12 oz. boiled water, cooled 
pkg. Knox Gelatin softened in warm water   
12 oz  can whole evaporated milk [cow or goat milk] 
2 tbsp.  full-fat mayonnaise 
2 tbsp. plain yogurt—full-fat and unflavored 
¼ tsp pediatric vitamins 
Mix thoroughly. Feed at room temperature. Refrigerate. 
Store by freezing in ice cube trays. 
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Conversion Chart:  
1 ounce (weight) = 28 grams 1 teaspoon = 5 cc = 5 ml 
1 gram = 0.035 ounces (weight) 1 teaspoon = 0.17 fluid ounces or 5 ml 
2 tablespoons =1 fluid ounce  6 teaspoons  30 ml, 30 cc 

¼ cup  2 fluid ounces  4 tablespoons  60 ml 
 
For example, a 2 day old kitten requires 24 ml of formula divided into 8 feedings, equaling 3 ml per feeding.  In general, 
the kitten will need about 8 ml/cc per ounce of body weight per day and should show a steady gain of 10 grams or 1/3 
ounce per day. The energy requirement of a kitten is 20-26 kcal/100g body weight/day. The stomach capacity is about 4 
ml/100g body weight. KMR provides 0.74 kcal/ml.  http://www.forgottenfelines.com/v4/foster/botbabies.shtml  
*********Maddie’s Institute resources below************ 

https://tinyurl.com/d38ngdb   
  

Taking your Kittens Temperature: You will need a baby rectal thermometer to take your kittens temperature. Coat it 

with Vaseline before trying to insert it in their rectum.  

Place your kitten on a table or other level platform, hold your kitten’s tail up with one hand, and insert the thermometer 

into the rectum with a firm, gentle push. You may feel some resistance to the thermometer just after you pass it through 

the anus; this is due to the kitten’s sphincter muscle. When you encounter this resistance just continue to push gently 

but firmly until the muscle relaxes and allows the thermometer to pass.  

If your kitten will not stand still long enough and there is not a second person to hold the kitten still, scruff him/her by 

the neck instead of holding the tail.  

How far you need to insert the thermometer depends on the size of the kitten – a ½ inch to an inch is usually sufficient.  

To remove the thermometer, roll it back and forth between your fingers.  

A kitten’s temperature should normally be between 101.0 and 102.5 degrees.  

If the thermometer is dirty when you remove it from the rectum, that can lower the temperature.  

Smaller kittens temperatures can drop fast. Make sure they are on a heating pad or held next to your stomach until they 

warm up. Never warm them up too fast by placing them on something hot as this can cause brain damage.  

A kitten’s temperature tends to fluctuate depending on factors such as exercise, excitement, and high or low 

environment temperature.  

 

 

 

How old is the baby kitten? These guidelines will help during a phone call from a non-cat person.  

 Cord attached  4 days or less       Birth wt: 2.5-3 ounces 4 day weight 3.5 ounces 

 One week  Eyes closed     “No see ‘um”  4 ounces 

 Two weeks     Eyes open     “See ‘um”  7 ounces 

 Three weeks  Ears erect, open    “Ears are up”  10 ounces 

 Four weeks   Walks well, steady          “Marches Well” 13 ounces 

 Five weeks  Runs, prances                   “Dancing Queen”      1 pound 

 Six weeks  Socialization period            “Friendly Acrobat”      1 pound 3.5 ounces 

 

http://www.forgottenfelines.com/v4/foster/botbabies.shtml
https://tinyurl.com/d38ngdb
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Kitten Bath Steps Summary: [Use Dawn detergent, Tearless Baby Shampoo or Kitten Shampoo.]  

 Pre-warm several light colored towels in dryer. 
 Stand kitten an inch of warm water and wet thoroughly. [First add 1 tsp Dawn to water.]  
 Lift out of water, set on light colored towel, pat on shampoo and lather well, neck to tail. 
 Use washcloth to pick fleas off head. Keep soap and water out of eyes/ears. 
 Comb through lathered fur with flea or lice comb. 
 Wrap soapy kitten in warmed towel and marinate for 1 minute [dirty] or 5 minutes [fleas]. Comb again. 
 Rinse, rinse and rinse some more. [Pick and comb out ‘drunken’ fleas and drown in soapy water.] 
 Towel or blow dry, again picking fleas out of towel.  
 Keep warm while kitten follows up by licking self. 
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Questions to Ask When You Are Asked to Foster a Litter 

 What is known about the history/circumstances of the litter or kitten? What’s their story? 

 How many? The size of the litter really impacts the amount of time and care it will require. 

 How old are they? The age of kittens determines the amount of time and care they require. 

 Is the mother available with the kittens? 

 If bottle feeding is needed, have the kittens nursed their mother? This impacts formula and nipple 
choices.  

 What is the state of health and the state of socialization?What do the kittens look like? I ask this 
because their appearance gives me an idea of how long they will need foster care. I don’t refuse plain, 
black kittens, but I know they will be more challenging and time consuming to place in good homes. 

 

Kitten Care—Rescue/Pick Up Priorities:  [See “Grab-N-Go” Feline pick-up/rescue kit, page 1.] 

1. FIRST talk to Intake Coordinator, then grab kit and go.  
 

2. Safety—yours, your family’s, your pets’, your property, and the new animal’s safety and security 
Try and find the kitten’s family—Is rescue necessary? 

Be sure to leave your contact info with donor/finder in case related animals are located 
later. Remember, the best place for any kitten is with its mother. 

Get the animal’s history and the finder’s contact information—Owner Surrender Form 
Isolate from other animals in your home for 2 weeks 
 

3. Warmth—start warming immediately and warm slowly – 1-2 o per hour. A cold kitten is a dead kitten! 
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Hydration—Call mentor. Gently lift skin between shoulder blades into a tent. If skin drops right down, kitten is 
ok. If skin stays tented up the kitten needs to be hydrated by subcutaneous fluids ASAP. If the skin returns 
sluggishly give fluids by mouth for 2-3 hours. [Another sign of dehydration is yellow urine. It should be only 
faintly yellow!] Use eyedropper and squirt liquid across mouth/tongue, not down throat. If kitten is lethargic 
as well as dehydrated, treat for hypoglycemia as you hydrate. Dip Q-tip in light Karo syrup and rub on tongue, 
one small drop every 10 minutes. Keep warm and continue support until kitten improves or passes.   
See Hypoglycemic Shock section. 

o Water --- 1 cc per ounce body wt. Repeat 6 times in an hour. Do 3 times a day. 
o Pedialyte --- same as above.    
o Subcutaneous Fluids---take to Vet---or inject 1 cc per ounce of body weight warm IV electrolyte 

fluids such as Lactated Ringer’s or Sodium Chloride every 3 hours under skin over shoulders. 
Repeat when bulge from first shot disappears.  
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4. Assessment---During warming and hydration assess Health, Sex and Age/Weight and start notes. 
o Examine closely from head (starting with mouth) to tail, top to bottom, looking for--- 
o If gums white or gray, kitten may be anemic from fleas.  

Treat for hypoglycemia and dehydration 
Get rid of the fleas 
Recovery will take days to weeks 

o Runny nose and/or goopy eyes “Kitty Cold”---See “Upper Respiratory” Section  
o Fleas 

Comb out fleas      Give dose of Capstar. 
Bath with Dawn Detergent and marinate soapy kitten wrapped in warmed towel at least 5 
minutes, keeping warm. RINSE. Dry well, using blow dryer on low as you gently fluff fur. 
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o Ringworm—[to be addressed at a separate training] 
o Evidence of diarrhea 

Treat for dehydration 
Isolate kitten from litter mates 
Switch to clay or pelleted litter. Rough surfaces reduce flowing of waste 
Keep litter box and kitten’s legs, tail, feet, and rectum clean---give butt baths 
Change bedding frequently. Launder with bleach and hot water 
Apply diaper ointment, petroleum jelly or Butt Paste as needed 
Wear smock when with kittens, and wash hands frequently. Use hand sanitizer. 
Increase water or Pedialyte in formula to 3/1 ratio. In severe cases omit formula 
completely and just hydrate with Pedialyte for 24 hours until stool improves. Get help 
with kitten not improving in 24 hours! 
For kittens eating solid food stop dry food and add canned pumpkin to wet food at a 4/1 
ratio. Pumpkin slows the transit of food through the gut. Avoid store-brand cheap foods—
too high in fiber and too low in nutrition. 
Warm food to tempt kitten to eat. 

o Obvious parasites --- tape worms 
Treat with Drontal  

o Wounds, fractures and/or other injuries and abnormalities ; Contact mentor  
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Provide secure, dry and warm nest    90 o 1-7 days, 85 o 8-21 days of age, 80 o there after 

o Use washable, bleachable bedding. Top layer should be sheeting so claws not caught in fabric. 
o Heat pad placed under half the nest box so kitten will not over heat. It can drag itself away. 
o Snuggle Kittie  3 hours 
o Snuggle Safe Heat disk—up to 8 hours 
o Rice filled socks – 3 hours 
o Warmed water bottles in socks – 2-3 hours 
o Washable stuffed animal to snuggle with—the smaller and younger the litter the more 

important this is 
o Add a thermometer—I use an aquarium thermometer; cheap, easy to read, right temp. range 
o Isolate from other pets for 10-14 days 
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5. Feeding   [See page 2.] Note—feeding comes after warming, hydrating and assessing. 
o What has kitten been eating? Did it receive its mother’s colostrum during first days of life?  
o What do you have immediately available?  
o Liquid or powder—stick with one form and one brand 
o How, and how much formula, to make? 

24 hour shelf life once mixed. Keep refrigerated. 
Can freeze liquid formula. It will darken while frozen but lighten when thawed. 
You can use blender but allow 2 hours for foam to dissipate after blending 
During first week or after any antibiotic treatment add probiotics to establish good 
bacteria in kitten’s gut.   [See Probiotics; How much?  page 2] 
Add one drop liquid pediatric vitamins to each ½ cup powdered formula until weaned. 
Shake well before feeding, especially Breeders Edge 
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o Formula options 
Powdered goat’s milk—I keep on hand in the freezer for emergencies. 
First Born—contains colostrum for newborn kittens that didn’t nurse mom 
KMR by PetAg—good and widely available in both liquid and powdered form. 

Breeder’s Edge Foster Care Feline Powdered Milk Replacer— best formula available, cheaper 
than KMR and you’ll have far less diarrhea. See resource section. 

 [Why do you have diarrhea with formula?] Not ever as good as mama’s milk. It’s 
             a change in diet. #1 cause of diarrhea—You can easily over feed.] 

Stick with one brand and one form of that brand and use well-known brands 
Kitten Glop always an option, especially in emergencies---what “Granny” used. 
 

o How much to feed and at what strength?  [See Maddie’s Institute charts, page 2} 
If feeding history unknown, dilute one part formula to three parts water for first four 
feedings, then follow directions on package which usually calls for 1:2 dilution. 
If animal is dehydrated or has diarrhea use Pedialyte in place of water and dilute 1:3. 
Always warm formula to room temperature by setting bottles in container of hot water.  
Fill each kitten’s bottle with the amount needed for that feeding only. 
Provide separate bottle and nipple for each kitten. Color code with sharpie. 
Wash bottles, rings and nipples well after each feeding. Soak 5 minutes daily in a weak 
bleach solution, then rinse and air dry. Re-apply color code if needed. 
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o Feeding position 

Stretch kitten out on its belly 
Head should be elevated an inch higher than tail 
Hold bottle in dominant hand.  
Use other hand to open kitten’s mouth.  
Squeeze a drop out to moisten nipple. 
Insert nipple and raise rear end of bottle so kitten doesn’t suck air. 
Be patient. The kitten will figure it out.  
At 4 weeks kittens begin chewing on nipples rather than sucking. They are cutting teeth 
and are ready for weaning—the gradual transition to solid food, which can take 1-2 
weeks. Replace nipples as they are damaged. 
 

o Equipment and feeding multiple kittens 
Eye dropper or syringe works until you have bottles. 
Weak, premature or struggling kittens may need tube feeding. Get special equipment 
and training from Vet. or vet tech. I prefer syringe feeding with short Miracle nipples to 
tube feeding. After 3-4 days change to bottles. At 2 weeks switch to long Miracle 
Nipples. Kittens resist this change, but when really hungry they accept it. 
Bottles—one per animal. Kittens at 4 days can identify their teat, or their bottle and 
nipple by smell, and will claw to keep litter mates away from “their” food source. 
Not all nipples are equal. 
 PetAg—the standard and most common nipple but not very good. 
 Four Paws--hard to find but favored by most kittens—more natural/softer 
 Miracle “Squirrel” Nipples—new, durable, two lengths; See Supplies to order. 
Budget at least two ‘standard’ nipples per animal, as they are readily chewed up. 
Nipples---cross cut carefully with razor or tiny scissors until bottle drips 1-2 drops per 
second when bottle held upside down. If you make cuts too large [so easy to do!], save 
nipple for when kittens start chewing on nipple at 4 weeks. Use with gruel or 
formula/wet food smoothies in the weaning process. Miracle nipples come with holes. 
When feeding a litter I color code nipples, bottles and kittens [in front of, or inside right 
ear, or straight down nose] with sharpie pens. I note colors in my notes. 
I feed littermates in the same sequence but give each a turn to be first [and last!] 
Give the last kitten to be fed extra attention, a baby-wipe rubdown, and a thorough 
examination. I believe the stress of waiting to be bottle-fed leads to food aggression. I 
try to minimize it by rotating kittens so same one doesn’t have longest wait time. 
 

o How often to feed—See the table, page 2. It is better to feed less food more frequently than to 
over feed. This is one reason we split large litters between two fosters for the first two to four 
weeks as bottle feeding  takes a lot of time! 
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Notes “Input/Output” Records—weigh each kitten before and after feeding using kitchen scale. You can 
also weigh the milk. You want a steady daily gain of 1/3 ounce or 10 grams after pooping. Set up your 
feeding record in the sequence you will feed and note which kitten was fed first in each session. Example:  
A B C D E;  B C D E A;  C D E A B 

o Burp the baby. Hold against chest and tap gently on spine until kitten burps twice. You will be 
amazed at how loudly a tiny kitten can burp! In 3-4 week old kittens demanding to be fed, you 
can save time by placing the just fed kitten on the floor to walk around. It will burp itself in a 
couple of minutes and you will hear it do so! 

o Wash formula off the face—it turns to concrete in the corners of the mouth and causes painful 
cracks/sores. 

o Help with passing urine and stool [under 3 weeks] or place on litter and drag feet to simulate 
digging [by 4 weeks]. See next section. 

o Give “baby wipe rub-downs” just as the mama cat would vigorously lick each kitten all over. 
 
6. Stimulation to eliminate waste—kittens need stimulation to urinate and defecate until about 3-4 

weeks old. 
o Goal is for urine after every feeding and stool once a day. But every kitten is different. 
o Mimic the mother’s warm tongue using warm, moist cloth, paper towel or cotton ball. 
o Urine comes quickly. Poop takes longer so be patient and keep at it. Once the stool starts to 

appear you have to keep stimulating until the kitten is done. Messy, but if you stop, it stops. 
o Record output     U [urinated]   P [pooped]  add description  [“1 inch tan poop--like toothpaste]“ 
o Apply diaper ointment if anal area is irritated. 
o At 3 weeks kittens begin to soil their bedding. Your washer will go on overtime, but the kittens 

will be using the litter box within a week—if it’s CLOSE! Litter box use usually begins day 24. 
o Be aware kittens often cry a bit when they pass stool by themselves. 
o Many kittens seem to consider litter box use a ‘contact’ sport. They distract each other badly. 

Intervene and position the user in a corner so it can focus on the task. 
Remove playful litter mate(s) until the user’s work is done. 
Always praise each kitten’s efforts and successes. Kittens love shoulder strokes. 
Keep the box clean and close. Use a rolled towel as a step into the box. 
Expect accidents and have the supplies available to clean these up promptly and well. 
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o The Three Coffee Can approach to Litter Box Basics. 
Can one—plastic bags to repurpose and reuse—needs a lid 
Can two—holds scoop and spatula—no lid—line with plastic bag 
Can three—Scoop soiled litter into this bag lined can. Under bag is a coffee filter and 
under that is ¼ cup coffee grounds. Place tight lid on can. Moisture from soiled litter 
makes coffee aromatic. When lid is removed you smell coffee, not poop. Replace 
grounds every two weeks when you clean litter box and scoops with Scrubbing Bubbles 
Mega Shower spray foam cleaner. Rinse and dry.  
Keep litter 2 or more inches deep.  
Use people pads, not puppy pads.  

o Types of litter: 
Clay--cheap, passes through kitten, rough surface reduces flow of diarrhea, minimal 
odor control, dusty and tracks badly 
Scoop/Clumping--lasts longer because soiled portion clumps and can be removed intact   
fairly good odor control, less dust but frequently scented; tracks like sand 
Plant based such as cedar, pine, wheat and corn--superior odor control, but more 
expensive, fragile clumps and dusty; minimal tracking. I love Swheat Scoop. World’s Best 
Cat Litter is even better—tight clumps, minimal tracking and no dust. Costly 
Yesterday’s News--Newspaper pellets that look like rabbit pellets.  Used after surgery as 
it stays out of wounds, little dust, but little odor control. Expensive but does not track. 
Crystals--locks in liquids, minimal tracking; expensive 
Automated systems.  Can be very expensive but convenient. Some cats won’t use.  

o Litter boxes: 
One more litter box than the number of adult or resident cats. 
May need to use a variety of styles—some cats are very picky, or have size issues, or 
hate covered boxes, or shoot urine straight backwards so need high backed box 
Kittens need smaller boxes, with rolled towel to help them get into the box. 
I like an open box with a flanged ring-style lid for kittens. 
Old boxes have rough surfaces that bind litter. Paste or car wax interior and air well. 
Clean every two weeks with Scrubbing Bubbles Mega Shower Foam Cleaner. 

 
7. Let new arrival rest in isolation while you organize the nursery and stock items you’ll need  

o Gather hand sanitizer and a smock or big t-shirt to wear while in contact with new arrival(s). 
Use just with that kitten/litter. This is very important as your new animal(s) may be contagious. 
Remove before leaving isolation room. Make available clock, scales, note pad and pencil. 

o Figure out your care schedule. 
o Start an input/output record and include your SAR*observations/comments  *Something Ain’t 

Right. Write down your observations—no matter how minor they seem. Later these notes can 
help you or a vet determine a pattern and diagnosis a problem. 

o Arrange for needed supplies. Call mentor or [HHS—Intake coordinator to access your 
organization’s supplies, including formula, bottles and Miracle nipples. If you buy something 
save receipt for reimbursement or taxes.] 

o Re-connect with donor/finder in first 12-24 hours 
Update them on kitten’s condition 
Have other kittens or the mother been found? 

o After 24 hours re-contact mentor/intake coordinator—Ask for help if you need it. 
o Complete your organization’s intake process and documents.  
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8. Weaning kittens:  
o Make a note when each kitten begins to drink water and snacks on dry food. 
o Begin at 4-5 weeks of age when bottle feeders insist on chewing nipples 

For all methods provide heavy ceramic bowl of fresh clean water at all times. 
Also provide bowl of dry food at all times for snacking. I use Royal Canin as all kittens 
like it and the pieces are small and slightly soft. Provide a drinking and eating model by 
allowing and encouraging another cat to eat and drink with the kittens. 
Be sure all food is room temperature or warmer. 

o Moist/Dry method:  
Spray dry kitten food with water to moisten just a bit and set aside 10 minutes to soften.  
Place a tiny bit of softened food in each kitten’s mouth.  
Be patient. Usually one kitten takes to solids quickly, and leads by example. You can also 
expect one hold out.  
Hand feed before each bottle feeding with fresh, moistened food. 
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o Gruel method—stirred, lumpy gruel:  
Stir warm formula into ‘pate’ style wet, poultry based kitten food making a lumpy soup. 
Help each kitten taste the gruel by finger feeding. 
Once you have kitten interested, bring food covered finger closer to food dish. 
I prefer individual dishes to paper-plate mass feeding. It depends on how much clean-up 

                                        you can tolerate. But mass feeding encourages food aggression in many kittens. 
                                        Dishes should be small, shallow so whiskers don’t touch sides of dishes. 

If using plastic dishes, soak in 1:32 bleach solution daily; rinse well and dry. 
] 

o Smoothie Method—blended gruel: 
In blender, blend ½ can wet food into one cup mixed formula. Blend well! Strain with 
fine strainer into storage container. Shake well before pouring into kittens’ bottles. 
Use nipples with bigger holes—the ones you cut too big earlier. 
Let kittens nurse smoothies for 3-4 days: then transition to lapping up the smoothie 
from shallow bowls. Each kitten MUST have its own bowl. 
Add lump of wet food to center of bowl and pour liquid around it. Don’t cover the lump. 
Reduce formula and increase wet food. Goal is to use water instead of formula. 

o Tempt slow learners with warmed chicken or turkey baby food. Avoid onion powder. 
Use just a tiny bit. Think of this as the cherry on top the ice cream sundae. 
Get into the kitten’s mouth. I use a baby spoon or finger feed. 
Use the baby food to top the food you want the kitten to eat, but don’t mix together. 
Reduce baby food and increase desired food as quickly as you can. 

 
9. Adding a new kitten to a litter; first, be sure it is healthy! Don’t put litter at risk! 

o With a mama cat 
Rub mama, then litter, then new kitten with dry cloth. Then reverse the order, rubbing 
new kitten, litter and mama—to transfer smells between animals. Mama recognizes her 
kittens by smell. Repeat hourly. It takes time.  
Wipe mama cat’s inner lip with cloth and rub kitten to transfer pheromones. 
Smear ½ teaspoon butter on new kitten’s backside [around privates and from mid-tail to 
heels]. Present to mama backside first.  If no response to butter, try a bit of tuna juice. 
Repeat hourly. Keep orphan fed and warm, preferably with mama and her litter, until 
mama takes over its care. If she’s really reluctant remove orphan, place briefly on cold 
floor in same room and it will cry loudly. Mama usually will fetch it back to her nest. 

o Without a mama 
Rub litter then new kitten with dry cloth, then reverse and repeat. 
Position in prime location, usually next to the stuffed animal where it’s warm. 
 

Signs of Trouble—Call for help from Mentor, Coordinator, or “Crazy Cat” friend. These are 

symptoms only, and to correct a situation you have to determine its cause, which is the challenge. Be sure 
to talk with person who can authorize vet care before taking an HHS foster to the Vet or you pay bill. 

       [The following problems are in no particular order and suggestions are just brief guides for trouble 
       shooting.]  
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 Temperature change 
o Normal kitten temperature ranges between 101 to 102o. Check temperature whenever you 

think something is not right with behavior, eating patterns, or weight gain. Below normal 
temps are just as dangerous as above normal temps. 

o Warm below normal kittens slowly with a heat source such as a rice pack. Check every 30 
minutes. If it improves, watch carefully for a couple of days but the cause was probably 
environmental. If there is no improvement treat for hypoglycemia. Keep it warm, and 
continue checking until temperature slowly improves. Watch closely for any repeated bouts  

       of low-blood sugar. If the temperature stays low, try warmed subcutaneous 
       fluids to jump start the kitten internally. [Warm fluid under running hot water.] 
o High temps in kittens are usually due to serious infection or possibly a vaccine reaction. 

Moderately high temps of 103 to 104 call for broad spectrum antibiotics like Clavamox 
which generally will bring the temperature down pretty quickly. Very high temps of 105 to 
106 need to be brought down with cooling techniques as well as antibiotics. Apply a wet 
towel to ears, face and paws and go to the clinic/vet for room temperature subcutaneous 
fluids. If the temperature is over 106 o wet the above areas and get the kitten to the vet 
immediately. 
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 No weight gain: for three consecutive days 
o Don’t ignore—A failure to grow needs a thorough evaluation 
o Check for signs of illness, such as weepy or goopy eyes, runny nose, sneezing, constipation 

or diarrhea.  Treat the symptoms. 
o Examine the mouth. Look for sores, objects, defects, swellings and erupting teeth. 
o Check the temperature. 
o Question—are you providing enough nourishment? Consider amount, frequency, and the 

animal’s enjoyment of the food. 
o Change food and see if things improve. 
o Discuss with your mentor. 

 

 Constipation 
o Continuously has hard stools—diet related. Try adding ½ tablespoon whole cow’s milk to ½ 

cup mixed formula for 48 hours—just a tiny bit. 
o Temporary “plug” blocking anus—massage rectum with mineral oil and/or lubricate 

sphincter with thermometer coated with Vaseline twice in 24 hours 
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 Diarrhea—common and deadly 
o Usual causes are stress, diet, medication and parasites. Treatment depends on cause and 

age. Most common cause in bottle feeder is over feeding. 
o Maintain a calm, clean, supportive environment to reduce stress. 
o Avoid changes in diet. As long as the food quality is the same, dietary diarrhea usually 

resolves quickly. It often accompanies weaning and the introduction of wet foods. Change 
to a higher quality dry food, not a local store brand, and moisten with warm water. Adding 
just a bit of wet food for taste really helps the weaning process. Few kittens can resist baby 
food chicken or turkey, also known as “kitten cocaine.” Avoid tuna and other fish based 
canned foods as they are too oily for most kittens. 

o Medications like clavamox and amoxicillin often create diarrhea as a side effect and these 
drugs strip the gut of beneficial bacteria. Replenish the “good bugs” shortly after beginning 
medicating. Break open an acidophilus capsule and sprinkle granules on food, or use yogurt 
with live cultures, or pet specific Probiotics. 

o Parasites such as worms, coccidia and giardia cause diarrhea. These can be diagnosed by a 
fecal test. With experience you can tell by the odor or appearance when some of these 
parasites are present. 

o When dealing with diarrhea treat for dehydration with increased liquids, and decreased 
dairy products. Reduce or eliminate formula and all dairy. Stop wet food. Use a quality dry 
food and feed sparingly, allowing gut lining to rest and heal. Weigh twice a day and push 
fluids. Kittens can crash in 30 minutes, so do not delay treatment. 
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 Loss of appetite 
o Often the cause is unknown and is referred to as Fading Kitten Syndrome or Failure to 

Thrive—in other words, we don’t know why this happens. Keep the kitten warm and treat 
for hypoglycemia with tiny smears of Karo Syrup on the tongue every 10 minutes. If that’s 
the cause you should see improvement in 2 hours.  If there is no improvement and the 
kittens becomes listless and glassy eyed the compassionate thing to do is to keep it warm 
and comfortable and let it slip deep into a coma and pass on its own. This is very hard to do, 
but if you care for many kittens you will face this from time to time. Just remember that 
while the kitten was alive you provided the only love, warmth and comfort it knew. More 
than that we cannot do. 

o In older kittens warm solid food to increase its appeal. Kittens won’t eat what they can’t 
smell, and warming increases the smell.  

o Check mouth for sores, foreign objects, swollen painful teeth or gums, and abnormalities. 
o Change feeding frequency. If more than one kitten is off its feed, increase the interval 

between feedings by 30 minutes and see what happens. 

 Lethargy, often followed by “sudden collapse” 
o Listlessness in an otherwise healthy, active kitten usually indicates low-blood sugar or the 

start of an infection. Treat with Karo syrup and watch closely. If the glucose makes no 
improvement start antibiotics. Work with your coordinator, mentor or vet.  

o In a kitten that is not healthy and active lethargy indicates an underlying problem that is 
getting worse. See a vet to determine cause and best treatment. 
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 Fleas/Flea Anemia 
o Fleas can literally suck the blood out of kittens. Examine the mouth and gums. Healthy gums 

should be moist and pink with the tongue a deeper pink. If the mouth and gums are gray or 
white the kitten probably has flea anemia. Get rid of the fleas! Recovery will be slow. 

o Kittens that arrive infested with fleas should be bathed in Dawn, the blue variety, as soon as 
possible. Keep the kitten warm by using towels warmed in your dryer. Work quickly. Soap 
the kitten from the neck back, and lather it well. Keep soap away from the face and use a 
flea comb to remove bugs from the head. Then comb well through the lathered fur. Wrap 
the soapy kitten in warm towels and hold for 5 minutes as it marinates. Have a clean cloth 
and soap-free comb ready to pull off anything crawling on the head. Rinse thoroughly, 
combing frequently. Scrape off all the water you can and dry the kitten with a light colored 
towel from which you can pick off surviving fleas. Finish with a gentle blow dry on low, 
fluffing the kitten’s fur to prevent hot spots. Place dry kitten in a warm area such as a 
bathroom or laundry room. Repeat the bath the next day. Then apply a tiny drop of 
Advantage between shoulder blades. One tiny drop! 

o An anemic kitten will need time to rebuild its blood supply and may be weak and lethargic 
for days while it recovers. Provide the best supportive care that you can. 

o Kittens infested with fleas will probably have tape worms. Watch closely over the next two 
weeks and see your mentor or coordinator for the appropriate worming medication. 
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 Hypoglycemic Shock [low blood sugar] 
o Can be deadly or disabling, leaving a kitten with seizures and nervous system damage. 
o It’s the easiest condition to treat and the fastest to cure. 
o Some kittens have repeated episodes so watch carefully throughout foster experience. 
o Treat with dextrose [sugar]—Karo syrup. And treat as soon as possible. 
o Use a Q-tip or syringe and administer 0.15ml [that is POINT 15 of an ml] in the mouth about 

every 10 minutes until the kitten is back on its feet with normal temperature and behavior. 
o In collapsing kittens or those with severely depressed temperatures contact your mentor or 

coordinator as the kitten will need subcutaneous fluids including dextrose.  
o If the kitten is comatose don’t force it to swallow. Gently smear tongue with swab dipped in 

0.15 ml of Karo syrup so the mucous membranes can absorb the needed sugar.   
o If there is no improvement in two hours, get to a vet. 
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 Upper Respiratory Infection: “URI” 
o Common in young kittens and usually fatal if not treated. 
o Stay in contact with your mentor or cat coordinator. 
o Symptoms include sneezing, runny eyes, runny noses, fever, lethargy and sores in mouth. 
o Often referred to as ‘kitty colds’. Viral in origin and no drugs are really effective in defeating 

a virus. Your roll is to support, and to prevent secondary problems. 
o Contagious and spreads through direct contact with body fluids, and by air [sneezes]. 
o Isolate animals with symptoms. Designate a smock to use with only this animal. 
o Treat the symptoms, keeping the kitten warm and as comfortable as possible. 
o Use a broad spectrum antibiotic like Clavamox, to prevent other problems. 
o Clean noses and eyes and carefully dispose of contaminated wipes. 
o Use vaporizer, or fill room with steam several times a day, to ease breathing in congested 

kittens. 
o Warm food and use baby food chicken or turkey in broth to stimulate appetite. 
o Watch weight closely. Stay observant and record your observations. 
o Wash hands frequently and wear a smock when handling sick animals 

 
 

. 
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 What to watch for with any kitten: a framework for observing and recording what you see/feel 
o Is it eating, drinking, and going potty? 
o Have the eating, drinking or potty habits changed? 
o What has the weight gain pattern been? 
o Is the kitten alert and active? 
o Are there any symptoms of illness or injury? 
o SARs  “Something Ain’t Right” feelings--Follow your instincts and record what doesn’t seem 

right to you. You know the animal better than anyone else, so note what is unusual and out 
of character for your foster. 
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Supplies :    
       www.DrsFosterSmith.com  Cat catalog; on-line shopping for meds, supplies, etc. 800-826-7206  
       www.kvpet.com      Albon, Clavamox, eye ointment,   KMR   5 pounds $65.00 
       www.PetAg.com                   soft, silicon 2 oz nurser nipples for kittens/puppies 50/pack      
       www.RevivalAnimalHealth.com Breeder’s Edge Foster Care powdered feline formula 4.5 # bag $62 
       KMR 5 #bag  Call to get catalog of pet products  800-786-4751 
      chris@squirrelsandmore.com source for Four Paws Cone Nurser nipples 10/pack;  
                                                        unique squirrel Miracle Nipples 2/pack; and 10cc Luer Lock syringes  
      http://snugglepetproducts.businesscatalyst.com/store/snuggle-kitties  Snuggle Kitty stuffed animal 

                                                                     with heart beat and warmer. $40    beige tabby or grey tabby 
      www.VetShopMax.com       On-line source of meds without prescriptions;  P O Box 5007 
                                                       SCMC   QLD  4560  Australia [formerly VetShopOnLine] 1-866-560-6346 

  

http://www.drsfostersmith.com/
http://www.kvpet.com/
http://www.petag.com/
http://www.revivalanimalhealth.com/
mailto:chris@squirrelsandmore.com
http://snugglepetproducts.businesscatalyst.com/store/snuggle-kitties
http://www.vetshopmax.com/
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Resources: 

Books: 
Bottlekatz  A  Complete Care Guide for Orphan Kittens  by  Sharon Darrow  
www.bottlekatz.com  $7.98 to download; $13.08 from Amazon  ISBN 1-4116-6653-4 Paperback 
 
Kittens For Dummies. Dusty Rainbolt. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley Publishing, Inc., 2004.  Half-Price Books 
 
The Guide to Hand Raising Kittens. Susan Easterly. Neptune City, NJ: T.F.H. Publications, Inc.   www.tfh.com 
ISBN 0-7938-2196-7 Paperback 

 

Websites and Webcasts: 
Orphaned Kittens: How Saving the Tiniest Lives has the Biggest Impact  March 2013  Excellent! 

http://www.maddiesfund.org/Maddies_Institute/Webcasts/Orphaned_Kittens.html  
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXIaoLfEXjY  video 
https://tinyurl.com/d38ngdb  charts and tables—really good info 
 

Critical Care of the Sick Neonatal Kitten  Webinar presented March 13, 2014. 
             This presentation is available for anyone to view. See Maddie’s Fund home page 
             http://www.maddiesfund.org/ and access using sidebar. 
http://www.maddiesfund.org/Maddies_Institute/Webcasts/Critical_Care_of_the_Sick_Neonatal_Kitten.html  

 
Guidelines for Caring for Bottle Babies  Forgotten Felines of Sonoma County [Santa Rosa, CA] 1/16/2014 
 5 pages of good information—side bar with other articles on kitten care 
 http://www.forgottenfelines.com/v4/foster/botbabies.shtml  

 
 Hand Rearing Kittens Great Britain 2002, Sarah Hartwell  

A great article—very detailed and informative.   
36 pages and photographs removed due to copyright considerations.  
http://www.messybeast.com/handrear.htm   

 
What to do and what not to do if you find a newborn kitten. 

http://www.animalalliancenyc.org/wordpress/2013/05/what-to-do-and-not-do-if-you-find-a-
newborn-kitten/  

Bottle Feeding & Care of Orphaned Kittens--Instructions & Workshop Outline PDF by the NYC Feral Cat                                  

http://www.nycferalcat.org/BottleFeedingKittens-Letter.pdf   16 pages with charts  Excellent! 
 

Orphaned Kittens by Sue Freeman, Guide to Rescue Cats 
http://www.rescueguide.com/orphkits.html 

 
Kitten Progression: 1 day – 10 weeks by Alley Cat Allies 

First Week | Second Week | Third Week | Fourth Week | Fifth Week | Sixth Week | Seventh Week | 
Eighth Week | Ninth Week | Tenth Week 
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=678  

http://www.bottlekatz.com/
http://www.tfh.com/
http://www.maddiesfund.org/Maddies_Institute/Webcasts/Orphaned_Kittens.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXIaoLfEXjY
https://tinyurl.com/d38ngdb
http://www.maddiesfund.org/
http://www.maddiesfund.org/Maddies_Institute/Webcasts/Critical_Care_of_the_Sick_Neonatal_Kitten.html
http://www.forgottenfelines.com/v4/foster/botbabies.shtml
http://www.messybeast.com/handrear.htm
http://www.animalalliancenyc.org/wordpress/2013/05/what-to-do-and-not-do-if-you-find-a-newborn-kitten/
http://www.animalalliancenyc.org/wordpress/2013/05/what-to-do-and-not-do-if-you-find-a-newborn-kitten/
http://www.nycferalcat.org/BottleFeedingKittens-Letter.pdf
http://www.nycferalcat.org/BottleFeedingKittens-Letter.pdf
http://www.rescueguide.com/orphkits.html
http://www.rescueguide.com/orphkits.html
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=678
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=956
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=957
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=958
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=959
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=960
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=961
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=962
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=963
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=964
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=965
http://www.alleycat.org/page.aspx?pid=678

